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wcmiller@3rders.com
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<wcmiller@3rders.com>
"Bill MacDermott" <macderm@cafes.net>
Tuesday, February 05, 2008 8:49 PM
Fw: 3 ARS in Korea

Bill
Would you like to communicate with this gentleman regarding his requests??
Chuck Miller
WCMiller@3rdERS.com
----- Original Message ----From: Gregory De Smet
To: wcmiller@3rders.com ; website@3rders.com
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 2:09 PM
Subject: 3 ARS in Korea

Mister,
First, my appologyse for may english but it's not my usual langage. Usually, I speak french.
I am currently performing scientific research for the Royal Military
Museum in Brussels (www.klm-mra.be) and especially for the Aviation
section I am now looking into the history of the "Air Rescue Squadron"
during the Korean War and the Second World War.

While browsing the internet, I happened on your site, which is
particularly interesting. It indeed carries a lot of information.
I feel that the history of this squadrons are insufficiently known in
Europe and I would like to remedy this by writing an article on the
subject. In fact, I think make a artical over the history of the 3 ARS in Korean War

Could you help me in any way? have you any contact with old members of this squadrons, Could you let
me know if you are in
possession of original documents which do not appear on your
site? Would you be willing to send me a copy of these? Also, could you
send me some high definition pictures (300 dpi) to illustrate my
article?
It's a lot of question but it is important for make a good job.
I already thank you for your attention and really hope to hear from you
soon.
Yours sincerely,

2/5/2008
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Gregory De Smet
Musée Royal de l'Armée
Section Air & Espace
Parc du Cinquantenaire, 3
1000 Bruxelles
T: 0032.2.737.78.03
F : 0032.2.737.78.02
Private e-mail : greg1desmet@yahoo.fr
Work e-mail : gregory.de.smet@klm-mra.be

Ne gardez plus qu'une seule adresse mail ! Copiez vos mails vers Yahoo! Mail
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